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Abstract
There are many cluster similarity indices used to
evaluate clustering algorithms and choosing the
best one for a particular task is usually an open
problem. In this paper, we perform a thorough
analysis of this problem: we develop a list of
desirable properties (requirements) and theoretically verify which indices satisfy them. In particular, we investigate dozens of pair-counting indices and prove that none of them satisfies all the
requirements. Based on our analysis, we propose
using the arccosine of the correlation coefficient
as a similarity measure and prove that it satisfies
almost all requirements (except for one, which is
still satisfied assymptotically). This new measure
can be thought of as an angle between partitions.

1. Introduction
Clustering is an unsupervised machine learning problem,
where the task is to group together objects which are similar to each other. In network analysis, a related problem
is called community detection, where grouping is based
on relations between items (links) and the obtained clusters are expected to be densely interconnected. Clustering is used across various applications including text mining, online advertisement, anomaly detection and many others (Allahyari et al., 2017; Xu & Tian, 2015).
To measure the quality of a clustering algorithm, one usually compares two partitions: predicted and ground truth
(the latter one can be obtained, e.g., by human assessors).
Nowadays, there are many cluster similarity indices proposed for that, but which one is the best is still a subject of
debates (Lei et al., 2017). Depending on an application, different properties of a similarity index could be desirable. In
this paper, we formally define requirements that are desirable across different applications, discuss their importance
and formally analyze which similarity indices satisfy them.
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While many of the ideas discussed in the paper can be
applied to all similarity indices, we particularly focus on
pair-counting ones (Rand and Jaccard are the most wellknown examples). We formally prove that among dozens
of known indices only two satisfy all the properties except
for being a distance: correlation coefficient and Sokal &
Sneath’s first index (Lei et al., 2017). Surprisingly, both indices are rarely used for cluster evaluation. The correlation
coefficient has an additional advantage of being easily convertable to a distance measure via the arccosine function.
The obtained measure, which can be thought of as an angle
between partitions, satisfies all the requirements except the
constant baseline, which is still satisfied asymptotically.
The constant baseline requirement is a particular focus of
the current research. Informally, a good index should not
prefer one candidate partition over another just because it
has too large or too small clusters. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to formalize this requirement. For
all indices under consideration we proved whether they satisfy this requirement. For pair-counting indices, we carried
some further analysis and defined several particular types
of biases. In this aspect, our work improves the results from
the recent work by Lei et al. (2017).

2. Related work
Several attempts to the comparative analysis of cluster
similarity indices have been made in the literature, both
in machine learning and complex networks communities. In particular, the problem of indices favoring clusterings with smaller or larger clusters has been identified
in numerous works (Strehl, 2002; Albatineh et al., 2006;
Vinh et al., 2009; 2010; Lei et al., 2017). Some remedies to these biases have been proposed: in one attempt
(Amelio & Pizzuti, 2015), the similarity index is multiplied by a penalty factor that is small when the difference in the number of clusters is large. In another attempt
(Romano et al., 2014), the index is standardized with respect to the number of clusters.
A paper closely related to the current research
(Amigó et al., 2009) formulates several constraints
(axioms) for cluster similarity indices. Some of the
properties are particular cases of those discussed in the
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current paper, while others seem to be strongly application
dependent. In the current paper, we give a more comprehensive list of constraints and focus on those which are
desirable in a wide range of applications.
While we focus on cluster similarity indices (partitionpartition comparisons), some work has been done for
graph-partition similarity indices, often referred to as goodness or quality measures. Such indices quantify how well
a community structure (given by a partition) fits a graph.
The most well-known example of such measure is modularity (Newman & Girvan, 2004). Axioms that these measures
ought to satisfy are given in (Ben-David & Ackerman,
2009; Van Laarhoven & Marchiori, 2014). Note that all
pair-counting indices discussed in this paper can also be
used for graph-partition similarity. Furthermore, these indices can also be used for graph-graph comparison. For example, (Donnat & Holmes, 2018) discusses measuring the
Hamming distance and Jaccard distance between the edgesets of graphs. Here, the Hamming distance corresponds to
the Mirkin metric (defined in the next section).

3. Background and notation
We assume that there is a set of elements V with size
n = |V |. A clustering is a partition of V into disjoint subsets. Capital letters A, B, C will be used to name the clusterings and we will represent them as A = {A1 , . . . , AkA }
(similarly for B, C), where kA is the number of clusters in
A and Ai , for i ∈ [kA ], is the set of elements belonging to
i-th cluster. If a pair of elements v, w ∈ V lie in the same
cluster in A, we refer to them as an intra-cluster pair of A,
while inter-cluster pair will be used otherwise.
The total

number of pairs is denoted by N = n2 .

The value that an index I assigns to the similarity between the clusterings A and B will be denoted by I(A, B).
Similarity indices used throughout the literature generally
fall into four categories (Amigó et al., 2009): 1) indices
based on set matching such as Purity, Inverse Purity and
their harmonic mean (F-measure); 2) indices based on entropy such as Variation of Information (Meilă, 2007), Normalized Mutual Information (Strehl, 2002) and Standardized Mutual Information (Romano et al., 2014); 3) indices
based on edit distance; and 4) pair-counting indices such as
the well-known Rand (Rand, 1971) and Jaccard (Jaccard,
1912) indices. Some indices are mixtures of the above
categories such as BCubed (Amigó et al., 2009). In Appendix A.1 and A.2, we define the indices that will be discussed throughout the current work.
In this paper, a special attention will be given to paircounting indices. For this, it will be convenient to use an
~ be the N alternative representation for clusterings. Let A
dimensional vector indexed by the set of element-pairs, so

that the entry corresponding to (v, w) equals 1 if (v, w) is
an intra-cluster pair and 0 otherwise. Note that this representation has some redundancy: whenever u, v and v, w
form intra-cluster pairs, we know that u, w must also be an
intra-cluster pair. Hence, not every binary vector of length
N represents a clustering. The class of N -dimensional binary vectors is, however, isomorphic to the class of undirected graphs on n vertices.
Each index I can be represented as a function of the two
~ B,
~ or, equivalently, of the N × 2 matrix MAB
vectors A,
that results from concatenating the two (column-) vectors.
Each row of MAB is either 11, 10, 01 or 00. Let the paircounts N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 denote the number of occurrences for each of these rows in MAB . Pair-counting indices are defined as follows.
Definition 1. A similarity index is a pair-counting index if
it can be expressed as a function of the four pair-counts
N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 .
Note that even though not every binary vector corresponds
to a clustering, pair-counts can be computed for any two
binary vectors of equal length. For example, given an undirected graph G = (V, E) and the corresponding incidence
~ = (1{{v, w} ∈ E})v,w∈V , pair-counting invector G
dices can be used to measure similarity between two graphs.
Similarly, such indices can be used to measure similarity
between a graph and a clustering (a clustering A corresponds to a graph G(A) where each connected component
of G(A) is a clique corresponding to a cluster of A). So,
one may see a connection between graph and cluster similarity indices. For example, the Mirkin metric is a paircounting index that coincides with the Hamming distance
between the edge-sets of two graphs (Donnat & Holmes,
2018). Another example is the Jaccard graph distance,
which turns out to be more appropriate for comparing
sparse graphs (Donnat & Holmes, 2018). To sum up, all
pair-counting indices and their properties discussed in the
current paper can also be applied to graph-graph and graphpartition similarities.
In Appendix A.3 we prove that pair-counting similarity indices can be uniquely characterized by the property of being pair-symmetric.
In (Lei et al., 2017), 26 known pair-counting indices are
listed. We have extended this list to Table 4 in Appendix
and will only mention indices of special interest throughout the main text. An even more extensive list is given
by (Choi et al., 2009). Some of the pair-counting indices
have slight variants that are essentially the same. For example, the Hubert Index (Hubert, 1977) can be expressed
as a linear transformation of the Rand index as H(A, B) =
2R(A, B) − 1. Similarly, the two Wallace indices are related as W1 (A, B) = W2 (B, A). As all the requirements
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that are defined in this paper are invariant under linear transformations and interchanging A and B, requirements do
not have to be checked for such variants. Therefore, we define the following linear equivalence relation on similarity
indices and check the requirements for at most one representative of each equivalence class.

As shown in Tables 1 and 2, most indices are symmetric.
Examples of asymmetric indices are precision and recall
(Wallace). FNMI (Amelio & Pizzuti, 2015) is asymmetric
as it is a product of the symmetric NMI with the asymmetric penalty factor e−|kA −kB |/kA .

Definition 2. Two similarity indices I1 , I2 are linearly
equivalent if there exists a nonconstant linear function f
such that either I1 (A, B) = f (I2 (A, B)) or I1 (A, B) =
f (I2 (B, A)).

Requirement 3. Monotonicity. When one clustering is
changed such that it resembles the other clustering more,
the similarity score ought to improve. Hence, we require
an index to be monotone w.r.t. changes that increase the
similarity.
Definition 3. For two clusterings A and B, we say that
B ′ is an A-consistent improvement upon B iff B 6= B ′ and
every pair of elements that is agreed on by A and B, is also
agreed on by A and B ′ .

This definition is symmetric, reflexive and transitive, thus it
indeed defines an equivalence relation. Furthermore, it allows us to conveniently restrict to indices for which higher
numerical values indicate higher similarity. Table 3 in Appendix lists the equivalence classes containing more than
one known index along with their representative indices.
Note that our linear equivalence differs from the less restrictive monotonous equivalence given in (Batagelj & Bren,
1995). In the current work, we have to restrict to linear
equivalence as the constant baseline requirement is not invariant to non-linear transformations.

4. Requirements for cluster similarity indices
In this section, we motivate and formally define requirements which are desirable for cluster similarity indices. In
Table 1, several indices of special interest are listed along
with the requirements that are satisfied by them. In Table
2 a similar list is given for pair-counting indices, along
with some additional pair-counting-specific requirements.
In Appendix B, we give proofs for each entry of the two
tables.
Requirement 1. Maximal agreement. The numerical
value that an index assigns to a similarity must be easily
interpretable. In particular, it should be easy to see whether
the candidate clustering is maximally similar to (i.e., coincides with) the ground truth clustering. Formally, we require that I(A, A) is constant and either a strict upper or a
strict lower bound of I(A, B) for all A 6= B. Note that the
equivalence defined in Definition 2 allows us to further assume that I(A, A) is a maximum w.l.o.g. This requirement
is easy to check and it is satisfied by almost all indices, except for SMI and Wallace.
Requirement 2. Symmetry. Similarity is intuitively
understood as a symmetric concept. Therefore, in general, a good similarity index ought to be symmetric, i.e.,
I(A, B) = I(B, A) for all partitions A, B.1
1
However, in some specific applications A and B may have
different roles (e.g., ground truth and candidate partitions) and an
asymmetric index may be appropriate if there are different consequences of making false positives or false negatives.

This leads to the following monotonicity requirement.
Definition 4. An index I satisfies the monotonicity requirement if for every two clusterings A, B and any B ′
that is an A-consistent improvement upon B, it holds that
I(A, B ′ ) > I(A, B).
Here we again use Definition 2 which allows us to assume
that I gives higher numerical values for higher similarity.
Let us now discuss two particular improvements to which
this monotonicity applies. Recall that a clustering is defined as a set of clusters (e.g., B = {B1 , . . . , BkB }).
• Perfect split: We say that B ′ is a perfect split of B
(w.r.t. A) if B ′ is obtained from B by splitting a single
cluster B1 into two clusters B1′ , B2′ such that no two
elements of the same cluster of A are in different parts
of this split, i.e., for all i, Ai ∩ B1 is a subset of either
B1′ or B2′ .
• Perfect merger: We say that B ′ is a perfect merger of
B (w.r.t. A) if there exists some Ai and B1 , B2 ⊂ Ai
such that B ′ is obtained by merging B1 , B2 into B1′ .
It is easily verified that if B ′ is obtained from B by a
sequence of perfect splits and mergers, then B ′ is an Aconsistent improvement of B, since at each step we only
create new agreeing pairs between A and B ′ . The following theorem states that the opposite also holds.
Theorem 1. B ′ is an A-consistent improvement upon B iff
B ′ can be obtained from B by a sequence of perfect splits
and perfect mergers.
Proof. Let B ′ be an A-consistent improvement upon B and
define
B ⊗ B ′ = {Bj ∩ Bj′ ′ |Bj ∈ B, Bj′ ′ ∈ B ′ , Bj ∩ Bj′ ′ 6= ∅}.
We will prove that B ⊗ B ′ can be obtained from B by
a sequence of perfect splits, while B ′ can be obtained
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Note that this monotonicity is a stronger form of the first
two constraints defined in (Amigó et al., 2009): Cluster Homogeneity is a weaker form of our monotonicity w.r.t. perfect splits while Cluster Equivalence is equivalent to our
monotonicity w.r.t. perfect mergers. The authors prove that
BCubed satisfies their constraints.
Monotonicity is a critical requirement for cluster similarity indices. However, not all indices satisfy this: we have
found counterexamples that prove that SMI, FNMI and
Wallace do not satisfy our monotonicity requirement. Furthermore, for NMI, whether the monotonicity is satisfied
depends on the normalization: the common normalization
by the average of the entropies satisfies monotonicity while
normalization by the maximum of the entropies does not.
See Appendix B.2 for the proofs.
Requirement 4. Distance. For some applications, a
distance-interpretation of dissimilarity may be desirable:
whenever A is similar to B and B is similar to C, then
2
All indices of Table 4 that are excluded from this table, either
do not satisfy constant baseline, symmetry or maximal agreement.

Const. baseline

ACB

from B ⊗ B ′ by a sequence of perfect mergers. Indeed,
the assumption that B ′ does not introduce new disagreeing pairs guarantees that any Bj ∈ B can be split into
Bj ∩ B1′ , . . . , Bj ∩ Bk′ B′ without splitting over an intracluster pair of A. Now we will prove that B ′ can be obtained from B ⊗ B ′ by perfect mergers. Suppose there are
two B1′′ , B2′′ ∈ B ⊗ B ′ such that both are subsets of some
Bj′ ′ . Assume this merger is not perfect, then there must be
v ∈ B1′′ , w ∈ B2′′ such v, w are in different clusters of A.
As v, w are in the same cluster of B ′ , it follows from the
definition of B ⊗ B ′ that v, w must be in different clusters
of B. Hence, v, w is an inter-cluster pair in both A and
B while it is an intra-cluster pair of B ′ , contradicting the
assumption that B ′ is an A-consistent improvement of B.
This concludes the proof.

R
AR
J
W
D
CC
S&S1
CD

Distance

✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✗
✗

Strong monotonicity

✗
✓
✗
✓
✗
✗
✗

Monotonicity

Const. baseline

✓
✗
✗
✓
✗
✓
✓

Symmetry

Distance

✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

Min. agreement

Monotonicity

✓
✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓

Table 2. Requirements for pair-counting indices. ACB stands for
Asymptotic Constant Baseline.2
Max. agreement

Symmetry

NMI
NMImax
FNMI
VI
SMI
FMeasure
BCubed

Max. agreement

Table 1. Requirements for non-pair-counting similarity indices

✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✗
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓

✓
✗
✓
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

✗
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✗

✗
✓
✗
✗
✗
✓
✓
✓

A should also be somewhat similar to C. A function d is a
distance metric if it satisfies the three distance axioms: 1)
symmetry (d(A, B) = d(B, A)); 2) positive-definiteness
(d(A, B) ≥ 0 with equality iff A = B); 3) the triangle
inequality (d(A, C) ≤ d(A, B) + d(B, C)). We say that
I is linearly transformable to a distance metric if there exists a linearly equivalent index that satisfies these three distance axioms. Note that all three axioms are invariant under re-scaling of d. We have already imposed the symmetry
as a separate requirement while the positive-definiteness is
equivalent to the maximal agreement requirement. Therefore, whenever I is symmetric and satisfies the maximal
agreement requirement, then it satisfies the distance requirement iff d(A, B) = cmax − I(A, B) satisfies the triangle inequality.
Examples of popular similarity distances are Variation of
Information and Mirkin metric. In (Vinh et al., 2010) it is
proven that when Mutual Information is normalized by the
maximum of entropies, the resulting NMI is equivalent to
a distance metric. A proof that Jaccard index is equivalent
to a distance (Jaccard distance) is given in (Kosub, 2019).
See Appendix B.3 for all proofs.
Requirement 5. Constant baseline. Obviously, a good
similarity index should not give a preference to a candidate clustering B over another clustering C just because
B has very small or very large clusters. This intuition
can be formalized using random partitions: assume that we
have some ground truth clustering A and two random partitions B and C. While intuitively both random guesses
are equally bad approximations of A, it has been known
throughout the literature (Albatineh et al., 2006; Vinh et al.,
2010; Romano et al., 2014) that some indices tend to give
higher scores for random guesses with a larger number of
clusters. Ideally, we want the similarity value of a random candidate w.r.t. the ground truth to have a fixed ex-
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pected value cbase (independent of A). We will formalize
this in the following way: Let S(B) denote the specification of the cluster sizes of the clustering B, i.e., S(B) :=
[|B1 |, . . . , |BkB |]. Here we use the notation [. . . ] to denote
that it is a multiset, since the sizes and their multiplicities
matter but not their order. For a cluster sizes specification
s, let C(s) be the uniform distribution over clusterings B
with S(B) = s.
Definition 5. An index I satisfies the constant baseline requirement whenever there exists a constant cbase so that
for any cluster-sizes specification s and clustering A with
1 < kA < n, it holds that EB∼C(s) [I(A, B)] = cbase .

Constant baseline requirement is extremely important in
many practical applications: if an index violates this requirement, its optimization may lead to undesirably biased
results. Examples of indices that satisfy the constant baseline requirement with cbase = 0 are Adjusted Rand index,
correlation coefficient and SMI. Sokal&Sneath-1 has a constant baseline at cbase = 21 . However, all other considered
indices including such popular ones as NMI, Rand and Jaccard do not satisfy this requirement. See Appendix B.4 for
the proofs.

5. Requirements for pair-counting indices

In this definition, we excluded the cases where A is a trivial
clustering consisting of either 1 or n clusters. If we would
include these cases to the definition, then we would run into
problems for s = S(A), as C(s) would be a constant distribution, surely returning A and any sensible index should
have I(A, A) 6= cbase .

In this section, we discuss additional requirements for
pair-counting indices. These three requirements can be
seen as variants of Maximal agreement, Monotonicity
and Constant baseline respectively. Throughout this section, we interchangeably use the notation I(A, B) and
I(N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 ).

We will now show that this definition of the constant baseline applies to all symmetric distributions over clusterings.

Requirement 1′ . Minimal agreement. The maximal
agreement requirement gives a numerical value to high
agreement, which helps make the upper range of the index more interpretable. Similarly, a numerical value for
low agreement would make the lower range of the index
interpretable. For general partitions, minimal agreement
is not well defined: it is not clear which partition would
be most dissimilar to a given partition. However, referring to Theorem 2, pair-counting indices form a subclass
of graph similarity indices. For a given graph G = (V, E),
it is clear that the graph most dissimilar to G is its complement GC = (V, E C ). Comparing a graph to its complement would result in pair-counts N11 = N00 = 0 and
N10 + N01 = N .3 This motivates the following definition:

Definition 6. We say that a distribution over clusterings B
is element-symmetric if for every two clusterings B and B ′
that have the same cluster-sizes, B returns B and B ′ with
equal probabilities.
In particular, we note that the distribution that assigns each
element to one of k clusters uniformly at random is an
element-symmetric distribution.
Lemma 1. Let I be an index with a constant baseline as
defined in Definition 5, let A be a clustering with 1 < kA <
n and let B be an element-symmetric distribution. Then
EB∼B [I(A, B)] = cbase .
Proof. We write
EB∼B [I(A, B)]
X
=
PB∼B (S(B) = s) EB∼B [I(A, B)|S(B) = s]
s

=

X

PB∼B (S(B) = s) EB∼C(s) [I(A, B)]

s

=

X

PB∼B (S(B) = s) cbase = cbase ,

Definition 7. We define a pair-counting index I to satisfy the minimal agreement requirement if there exists a
constant cmin so that I(N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 ) ≥ cmin with
equality if and only if N11 = N00 = 0.
Clearly, this requirement is satisfied by Rand, Correlation
Coefficient and Sokal&Sneath-1, while it is not satisfied by
Jaccard, Wallace and Dice. Less obvious is the fact that Adjusted Rand does not satisfy this requirement. Substituting
N11 = N00 = 0 gives the non-constant

s

AR(0, N10 , N01 , 0) = − 1

where the sum ranges over all cluster-sizes of n elements.

Note that the Definition 5 may be challenging to verify, as
the contingency-distribution for fixed cluster-sizes is combinatorically complex. For pair-counting indices, we developed some additional tools that help proving the constant
baseline requirement (see Section 5).

2

N10 N01
.
− N10 N01

N2

Requirement 3′ . Strong monotonicity. Note that a perfect split increases N00 and decreases N01 while a perfect
merger increases N11 and decreases N10 . Therefore, it can
3

Note, however, that for a general partition A, there exists no
partition B that disagrees on every pair; this is only possible if A
consists of either 1 or n clusters.
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easily be seen that any pair-counting index that increases
when incrementing either N11 or N00 while decrementing
N10 or N01 , satisfies the monotonicity requirement.
However, we will give a stronger definition of paircounting monotonicity whose domain is not constrained to
the four pair-counting variables summing to N .
Definition 8. A pair-counting index I satisfies strong
monotonicity if it increases with N11 , N00 and decreases
with N10 , N01 .
This stronger monotonicity requirement allows for comparing similarities across different settings. For example,
we could compare the similarity between two clusterings
A1 , B1 on n1 elements with the similarity between A2 , B2
on n2 elements, even when n1 6= n2 . This ability to
compare similarity scores across different numbers of elements is similar to the Few data points property of SMI
(Romano et al., 2014) that allows its scale to have a similar
interpretation across different settings.
Examples of indices that satisfy Requirement 3 while not
satisfying Requirement 3′ are Jaccard and Dice indices, as
these are constant w.r.t. N00 . In Table 2 we list both monotonicity and strong monotonicity requirements. The proofs
can be found in Appendix B.1.
Requirement 5′ . Asymptotic Constant Baseline (ACB).
For pair-counting indices, some further analysis of the expected value of the index is possible. Recall constant baseline from Definition 5. Let mA = N11 + N10 , mB =
N11 + N01 be the number of intra-cluster pairs of A and B,
respectively, and note that these are constant as A is constant and B ∼ C(s), so that its cluster-sizes are constant.
Furthermore, the pair-counts N10 , N01 , N00 are functions
of N, mA , mB , N11 . Hence, to find the expected value of
the index, we only need to inspect it as a function of a single random variable N11 . For a given pair, the probability
that it is an intra-cluster pair of both clusterings is given by
mA mB /N 2 , so the expected values of the pair-counts are
mA mB
N10 := mA − N11
,
N
:= mB − N11 , N00 := N − mA − mB + N11
(1)

N11 :=
N10

To the best of our knowledge, all pair-counting indices that
satisfy the constant baseline requirement are linear functions of N11 when expressed in terms of N11 , mA , mB , N .
This may be explained by the fact that only the first moment of N11 can be expressed in terms of the pair-counting
variables while all higher moments depend on the specific
cluster-sizes of both clusterings. For these N11 -linear indices, substituting the expected pair-counts gives the expected value of the index. This motivates the following
relaxation of the constant baseline requirement.

Definition 9. A pair-counting index I satisfies the Asymptotic Constant Baseline requirement if there exists a
constant cbase so that for all A with 1 < kA <
n and for all cluster-size
specifications s we have

I N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 = cbase , where the arguments are
the expected values of the pair-counts for B ∼ C(s).
Note that the above definition coincides with the earlier
constant baseline from Definition 5 if I is a linear function
in N11 for fixed mA , mB , N . The name of the above requirement is justified by the next result, for which we need
to make a mild assumption.
Definition 10. An index I is said to be scale-invariant, if it
can be expressed as a continuous function of the three variables pA := mA /N, pB := mB /N and pAB := N11 /N .
This assumption holds for all indices in Table 2. For such
indices, we will write I (p) (pAB , pA , pB ). Note that when
B ∼ C(s) for some s, the values pA , pB are constants while
pAB is a random variable. Therefore, we may write PAB
to stress that this is a random variable.
Theorem 2. Let I be a scale-invariant pair-counting index, let n → ∞ and consider a sequence of clusterings A(n) and cluster-size specifications s(n) . Let
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 be the corresponding pair-counts.
Then for any ε > 0

 
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
P I N11 , N10 , N01 , N00 −



(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
I N11 , N10 , N01 , N00
> ε → 0.
(n)

(n)

(n)

Proof. Let PAB , pA , pB be the corresponding fractions
as defined in Definition 10. We prove the equivalent statement




P
(n) (n) (n) (n)
(n) (n) (n)
I (p) PAB , pA , pB − I (p) pA pB , pA , pB → 0
(n)

(n) (n) P

We first prove that PAB − pA pB → 0 so that the above
follows from the continuous mapping theorem. Chebychev’s inequality gives




1
(n) (n)
(n)
(n)
P PAB − pA pB > ε ≤ n2 Var N11 → 0.
2
2 ε
The last step follows from the fact that Var(N11 ) = o(n4 ),
as proven in Appendix C.1.

This result justifies the usage of the name Asymptotic Constant Baseline requirement as indices satisfying it, will converge in probability to cbase for n → ∞. For smaller n, by
computing the second order Taylor expansion of the index
around PAB = pA pB , one can approximate the difference
from the expected value to its limiting value in terms of the
variance of PAB .
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Biases of cluster similarity indices. In (Lei et al., 2017),
three biases for cluster similarity indices are described:
NCinc — the average value of a random guess increases
monotonously with the Number of Clusters (NC) in the
candidate; NCdec — the average value of a random guess
decreases monotonously with the number of clusters and
ground truth bias — the direction of the monotonicity depends on the specific Ground Truth (GT). In particular, the
authors conclude from numerical experiments that Jaccard
suffers from NCdec and analytically prove that Rand suffers from GTbias, where the direction of the bias depends
on the quadratic entropy of the ground truth clustering. We
will first argue that these biases are not well defined, then
we will redefine them and show how our analysis allows to
easily test indices on these biases.
First, we argue that the quantity of interest should not be the
number of clusters, but the number of intra-cluster pairs of
the candidate. Theorem 2 shows that the asymptotic value
of the index depends on the number of intra-cluster pairs of
both clusterings. Although in general clusterings with more
clusters tend to have less intra-cluster pairs, one can easily
construct clusterings that both have many clusters and intracluster pairs. For instance, let B be a random clustering
consisting of three clusters, each of size n/3. Consider constructing B ′ from B by merging the first two clusters and
splitting the third cluster into n/3 clusters of size 1. The
number of clusters increases by n/3 − 2 while the number

of intra-cluster pairs increases by (n/3)2 − n/3
2 . Hence,
the expected value of the Jaccard index increases with respect to any ground truth A. In contrast, (Lei et al., 2017)
classifies Jaccard as an NCdec index, so that expected value
should increase, contradicting the definition of NCdec.
Therefore, we rename NCinc to NPdec and NCdec to
NPinc, where NP stands for Number of Pairs. We will give
the following definitions for these biases.
Definition 11. Let I be a scale-invariant pair-counting index whose corresponding I (p) is differentiable w.r.t. pB
and pAB . Then we define the following biases
i I suffers from NPinc bias if there are pA , pB ∈ (0, 1)
such that dpdB [I (p) (pA pB , pA , pB )] > 0;
ii I suffers from NPdec bias if there are pA , pB ∈ (0, 1)
such that dpdB [I (p) (pA pB , pA , pB )] < 0;
iii I suffers from ground truth bias if it suffers from both
NPinc and NPdec biases.
Applying the previous definition to Jaccard
pA pB
and Rand
J (p) (pA pB , pA , pB )
=
pA +pB −pA pB
(p)
R (pA pB , pA , pB ) = 1 − pA − pB + 2pA pB immediately shows that Jaccard suffers from NPinc bias
and Rand suffers from ground truth bias, confirming the

findings of (Lei et al., 2017). Furthermore, the direction
of the monotonicity for the ground truth bias of Rand
is now determined by the condition pA > 21 instead of
the more complicated but equivalent condition on the
quadratic entropy of A that is given in (Lei et al., 2017).
Note that an index satisfying the Asymptotic Constant
Baseline requirement will not have any of these biases as
I (p) (pA pB , pA , pB )] = cbase .

6. Correlation Distance
Although there are some works (Lei et al., 2017;
Choi et al., 2009) listing Pearson correlation as a cluster
similarity index, it has not received attention that our
results suggest it deserves. The correlation coefficient
satisfies all requirements except being a distance. In this
section, we will show how a monotone transformation
of the correlation coefficient results in an index that may
be even more suitable in applications where the distance
requirements is important. When taking the arccosine of
the coefficient, the resulting index is a distance metric, at
the cost of not satisfying the exact constant baseline. It
does, however, still satisfy an asymptotic constant baseline
and we will prove that its expectation is very close to being
constant. To the best of our knowledge, this Correlation
Distance has never before been used as similarity index for
comparing clusterings throughout the literature.
We define Correlation Distance (CD) as
CD(A, B) :=

1
arccos CC(A, B),
π

where CC is the Pearson correlation coefficient, which has
scale-invariant representation
PAB − pA pB
CC(p) (PAB , pA , pB ) = p
.
pA (1 − pA )pB (1 − pB )

The factor

1
π

scales the index to [0, 1].

This monotone arccosine transformation only affects the
(exact) constant baseline and distance requirements, the
rest of the requirements it inherits from the correlation coefficient. We first verify that this index is indeed a distance
metric:
Theorem 3. The Correlation Distance is indeed a distance.
Proof. First we map each partition A to an N -dimensional
vector on the unit sphere by

~u(A) :=


√1 1


 N

~
A−p
A1
~
k
A−p
A 1k


− √1 1
N

if kA = 1,
if 1 < kA < n,
if kA = n,
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~ is the biwhere 1 is the N -dimensional all-one vector and A
nary vector representation of a partition introduced in Section 3. Straightforward computation gives
p
~ − pA 1k = N pA (1 − pA ),
kA
and standard inner product

~ − pA 1, B
~ − pB 1i = pAB − pA pB ,
hA
so that indeed
~ − pA 1, B
~ − pB 1i
hA
= CC (p) (pAB , pA , pB ).
~
~ − pB 1k
kA − pA 1kkB
It is a well-known fact that the inner product of two vectors of unit length corresponds to the cosine of their angle.
Hence, taking the arccosine gives us the angle. The angle
between unit vectors corresponds to the distance along the
unit sphere. As ~u is an injection from the set of partitions to
points on the unit sphere, we may conclude that this index
is indeed a distance on the set of partitions.
As the correlation has a constant baseline at 0, CD has an
asymptotic constant baseline at 12 . The expected deviation
from this baseline is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Given ground truth A with a number of clusters 1 < kA < n, a cluster-size specification s and a random partition B ∼ C(s), the expected difference between
Correlation Distance and its baseline is given by
1
EB∼C(s) [CD(A, B)] −
2
∞
1 X (2k)! EB∼C(s) [CC(A, B)2k+1 ]
.
=−
π
22k (k!)2
2k + 1
k=1

Proof. We take the Taylor expansion of the arccosine
around CC(A, B) = 0 and get
∞
1
1 X (2k)! CC(A, B)2k+1
CD(A, B) = −
.
2 π
22k (k!)2
2k + 1

7. Conclusion
In this paper, we have formally defined several requirements for cluster validation indices. The most important
and non-trivial ones are monotonicity and constant baseline. While monotonicity reflects the core idea of similarity indices (it requires better values for more similar partitions), constant baseline is less trivial, but equally important, since violating it in practice can lead to unexpectedly biased algorithms. In Table 1, it can be seen that
among the non-pair-counting indices considered, Standardized Mutual Information is the only index that has a constant baseline, yet it does not satisfy monotonicity. Among
pair-counting indices, these two requirements are satisfied
by the Adjusted Rand Index (AR), Sokal&Sneath-1 (S&S1)
and the Correlation Coefficient (CC). With respect to the
proposed requirements, AR is dominated by S&S-1 and
CC. The only requirement that is not satisfied by the latter
two is distance. CC has the advantage of having an easier interpretation than S&S1. We have shown that CC can
be monotonously transformed into a Correlation Distance
(CD) that satisfies all requirements except constant baseline, which is still satisfied asymptotically. Furthermore,
the difference between the expected value of CD and its
asymptotic value is shown to be negligible. We conclude
that in applications where a distance is desirable, we advise
using the Correlation Distance while in situations where
this is not necessary, we advise using the Correlation Coefficient.
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r′ (A, B) =

A
maxj∈[kB ] {n2ij }
1X
,
n i=1
|Ai |

and BCubed is defined as the harmonic mean of r′ (A, B)
and r′ (B, A).
The remainder of the indices are information-theoretic and
require some additional definitions. Let p1 , . . . , pℓ be a discrete distribution (i.e., all values are nonnegative and sum
to 1). The Shannon entropy is then defined as
H(p1 , . . . , pℓ ) := −

ℓ
X

pi log(pi ).

i=1

The entropy of a clustering is defined as the entropy of the
cluster-label distribution of a random item, i.e.,
H(A) := H(|A1 |/n, . . . , |AkA |/n),
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and similarly for H(B). The joint entropy H(A, B) is then
defined as the entropy of the distribution with probabilities
(pij )i∈[kA ],j∈[kB ] , where pij = nij /n.
Variation of Information (Meilă, 2007) is defined as
VI(A, B) = 2H(A, B) − H(A) − H(B).
Mutual information is defined as

Table 3. Equivalent pair-counting indices
Representative Index

Equivalent indices

Rand
Jaccard
Wallace1
Kulczynski

Adjusted Mirkin Metric, Hubert
Jaccard Distance
Wallace2
McConnaughey

A.3. Defining subclass of pair-counting indices

M (A, B) = H(A) + H(B) − H(A, B).
The mutual information between A and B is upperbounded by H(A) and H(B), which gives multiple possibilities to normalize the mutual information. In this paper,
we discuss two normalizations: normalization by the average of the entropies 21 [H(A) + H(B)], and normalization
by the maximum of entropies max{H(A), H(B)}. We
will refer to the corresponding indices as NMI and NMImax ,
respectively:
2M (A, B)
,
H(A) + H(B)
M (A, B)
.
NMImax (A, B) =
max{H(A), H(B)}
NMI(A, B) =

Fair NMI is a variant of NMI that includes a factor
that penalizes large differences in the number of clusters
(Amelio & Pizzuti, 2015). It is given by
FNMI(A, B) = e|kA −kB |/kA NMI(A, B).
In this definition, NMI may be normalized in various ways.
We note that a different normalization would not result in
more requirements being satisfied.
Standardized Mutual Information standardizes the mutual
information w.r.t. random permutations of the items
(Romano et al., 2014), i.e.,
M (A, B) − EB ′ ∼C(S(B)) [M (A, B ′ )]
,
SMI(A, B) =
σB ′ ∼C(S(B)) (M (A, B ′ ))
where σ denotes the standard deviation. Calculating the
expected value and standard deviation of the mutual information is nontrivial and requires significantly more computation power than other indices. For this, we refer to the
original paper (Romano et al., 2014).

In this section, we show that a subclass of pair-counting
similarity indices can be uniquely defined by the property
of being pair-symmetric.
For two graph G1 , G2 let MG1 G2 denote the N × 2 matrix
that is obtained by concatenating the two adjacency vectors.
(G)
Let us write IM (MG1 G2 ) for the similarity between two
graphs G1 , G2 according to some graph similarity index
I (G) . We will now characterize pair-counting similarity indices as a subclass of the class of similarity indices between
undirected graphs.
Definition 12. We define a graph similarity index
(G)
IM (MG1 G2 ) to be pair-symmetric if interchanging two
rows of MG1 ,G2 leaves the index unchanged.
We give the following result.
Lemma 2. The class of pair-symmetric graph similarity indices coincides with the class of pair-counting cluster similarity indices.
Proof. A matrix is an ordered list of its rows. An unordered list is a multiset. Hence, when we disregard the
ordering of the matrix MAB , we get a multiset of the rows.
This multiset contains at most four distinct elements, each
corresponding to one of the pair-counts. Therefore, each
(G)
IM (MAB ) that is symmetric w.r.t. interchanging rows is
equivalently a function of the pair-counts of A and B.

B. Checking requirements for indices
Here all non-trivial requirements will be checked for all
indices. The requirements of symmetry, maximal/minimal
agreement and asymptotic constant baseline can trivially be
tested by simply checking I(B, A) = I(A, B), I(A, A) =
cmax , I(0, N10 , N01 , 0) = cmin and I (p) (pA pB , pA , pB ) respectively.
B.1. Strong monotonicity

A.2. Pair-counting indices and their equivalences

B.1.1. P OSITIVE

Pair-counting similarity indices are defined in Table 4. Table 3 lists linearly equivalent indices (see Definition 2).

Correlation Coefficient and Sokal&Sneath-1. These
two indices have the property that inverting one of the bi-

CASES
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nary vectors results in the index flipping sign. Therefore,
we only need to prove that these indices are increasing in
N11 . For Sokal&Sneath-1, this can easily be seen by the
fact that two of the four terms are increasing in N11 while
the other two terms are constant w.r.t. N11 . For the Correlation coefficient, it is less obvious. We will take the deriva1
tive but first omit the factor [(N00 + N10 )(N00 + N01 )]− 2 .
We get
∂
N11 N00 − N10 N01
p
∂N11 (N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )
N00

=p
(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )

(N11 N00 − N10 N01 ) · 12 (2N11 + N10 + N01 )
[(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )]1.5
1
N11 N00 (N10 + N01 ) + N00 N10 N01
=2
[(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )]1.5
1
N10 N01 (2N11 + N10 + N01 )
+ 2
> 0.
[(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )]1.5
−

Correlation Distance. The correlation distance satisfies
the strong monotonicity as it is a monotone transformation
of the correlation coefficient, which satisfies the requirement.
Rand Index. For the Rand index, it can be seen that the
derivatives w.r.t. N11 , N00 are positive, while for N10 , N01
they are negative. Hence, strong monotonicity is satisfied.
Adjusted Rand. For this index, the analysis can be simplified by noting that the index is given by
f
f+

N10 +N01
2

(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )
.
N11 + N10 + N01 + N00

Therefore, for the index to be increasing in N11 , N00 , we
only need f to be increasing in these variables. Increasingness in N00 follows from the fact that this variable only
appears in the denominator. For N11 , we have
∂
f
∂N11
N11 + N01
N11 + N10
−
N11 + N10 + N01 + N00
N11 + N10 + N01 + N00
(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )
+
(N11 + N10 + N01 + N00 )2
(N00 + N10 )(N00 + N01 )
=
> 0.
(N11 + N10 + N01 + N00 )2

=1 −

f
∂
01
∂N01 f + N10 +N

 2



N10 +N01
1
∂
∂
f
f
+
−
f
f
+
∂N01
2
∂N01
2
=

N10 +N01 2
f+
2
−2 


N10 + N01 ∂
1
N10 + N01
f− f .
= f+
2
2
∂N01
2
Decreasingness in N01 will follow from

∂
∂N01 f

<0

N11 + N10
∂
f =−
∂N01
N11 + N10 + N01 + N00
(N11 + N10 )(N11 + N01 )
+
(N11 + N10 + N01 + N00 )2
(N11 + N10 )(N00 + N10 )
< 0.
=−
(N11 + N10 + N01 + N00 )2
Decreasingness in N10 follows from symmetry.
B.1.2. N EGATIVE CASES
Jaccard, Wallace and Dice. All these three indices are
constant w.r.t. N00 . Therefore, these indices do not satisfy
the strong monotonicity.
B.2. Monotonicity
B.2.1. P OSITIVE

CASES

Rand, Adjusted Rand, Correlation coefficient,
Sokal&Sneath-1,
Correlation
Distance. Strong
monotonicity implies monotonicity. Therefore, these paircounting indices satisfy the monotonicity requirement.

,

where
f = N11 −

We now analyse the index w.r.t. N01

Jaccard and Dice. It can easily be seen that these indices
are increasing in N11 while decreasing in N10 , N01 . For
increasingness in N00 we note that whenever N00 gets increased, either N10 or N01 must decrease, resulting in an
increase in the index. Therefore these indices satisfy monotonicity.
NMI and VI. Let B ′ be a obtained by a perfect split of
a cluster B1 into B1′ , B2′ . Note that this increases the entropy of the candidate while keeping the joint entropy constant. Let us denote this increase in the candidate entropy
by H(B ′ |B) = H(B ′ )−H(B) > 0. Now, for NMI, the numerator will increase by H(B ′ |B) while the denominator
will increase by at most H(B ′ |B) (dependent on H(A) and
the specific normalization that is used). Therefore, NMI
will increase. Similarly, VI will decrease by H(B ′ |B).
Concluding, both NMI and VI are monotonous w.r.t. perfect splits. Now let B ′′ be obtained by a perfect merger of
B1 , B2 into B1′′ . This results in a difference of the entropy
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of the candidate H(B ′′ ) − H(B) = −H(B|B ′′ ) < 0. The
joint entropy will decrease by the same amount so that the
mutual information remains unchanged. Therefore, the numerator of NMI will remain unchanged while the denominator may or may not change, depending on the normalization. For min- or max-normalization, it may remain unchanged while for any other average it will increase. Hence,
NMI does not satisfy monotonicity w.r.t. perfect mergers
for min- and max-normalization but does satisfy this for
average-normalization. For VI, the distance will decrease
by H(B|B ′′ ) so that it indeed satisfies monotonicity w.r.t.
perfect mergers.
FMeasure BCubed. Note that a perfect merger increases
recall while leaving precision unchanged and that a perfect
split increases precision while leaving recall unchanged.
Idem for BCubed recall and BCubed precision. The harmonic mean will increase all of these cases.
B.2.2. N EGATIVE CASES
FNMI We will give the following numerical counterexample: Consider A = {{0, 1}, {2}, {3}}, B =
{{0}, {1}, {2, 3}} and merge the first two clusters to obtain B ′ = {{0, 1}, {2, 3}}. This results in
F N M I(A, B) ≈ 0.67 > 0.57 ≈ F N M I(A, B ′ ).
This non-monotonicity is caused by the severe penalty factor that equals 1 on the l.h.s. while it equals exp(−1/3) ≈
0.72 on the r.h.s..
SMI. For this numerical counter-example we rely on the
Matlab-implementation of the index by its original authors
(Romano et al., 2014). Let A = {{0, . . . , 4}, {5}}, B =
{{0, 1}, {2, 3}, {4}, {5}} and consider merging the two
clusters resulting in B ′ = {{0, 1, 2, 3}, {4}, {5}}. The index remains unchanged and equals 2 before and after the
merger.
Wallace. Let kA = n and let kB < n. Then any split
of B will be a perfect split yet W (A, B) = 1 so that no
increase will occur.

Jaccard. In (Kosub, 2019) it is proven that the Jaccard
distance 1 − J is indeed a distance.
Correlation distance. In Theorem 3 of the main text it
has been proven that the correlation distance is indeed a
distance.
B.3.2. N EGATIVE CASES
FNMI and Wallace. These indices cannot be transformed to distances as they are not symmetric.
SMI. SMI does not satisfy the maximal agreement requirement and can therefore not be transformed to a metric.
FMeasure and BCubed. We will use a simple counterexample where |V | = 3, kA = 1, kB = 2, kC = 3. In this
case
1 − F M (A, C) = 1 − 0.5 > (1 − 0.8) + (1 − 0.8)
=(1 − F M (A, B)) + (1 − F M (B, C)),
and
1 − BC(A, C) = 1 − 0.5 > (1 − 0.71) + (1 − 0.8)
≈(1 − BC(A, B)) + (1 − BC(B, C)),
so that both indices violate the triangle inequality in this
case.
Adjusted Rand, Dice, Correlation Coefficient and
Sokal&Sneath-1. For these indices, we use the following counter-example: Let A = {{0, 1}, {2}, {3}}, B =
{{0, 1}, {2, 3}}, C = {{0}, {1}, {2, 3}}. Then pAB =
pBC = 1/6 and pAC = 0 while pA = pC = 1/6 and
pB = 1/3. By substituting these variables, one can see that
1 − I (p) (pAC , pA , pC )
>(1 − I (p) (pAB , pA , pB )) + (1 − I (p) (pBC , pB , pC )),
holds for each of these indices, contradicting the triangle
inequality.

B.3. Distance
B.3.1. P OSITIVE

B.4. Constant baseline
CASES

B.4.1. P OSITIVE

CASES

NMI and VI. In (Vinh et al., 2010) it is proven that for
max-normalization. 1−N M I is a distance while in (Meilă,
2007) it is proven that VI is a distance.

SMI. As SMI is standardized, it satisfies the constant
baseline requirement by construction.

Rand. The Mirkin metric 1−R corresponds to a rescaled
version of the size of the symmetric difference between
the sets of intra-cluster pairs. The symmetric difference
is known to be a distance metric.

Adjusted Rand,
Correlation Coefficient and
Sokal&Sneath-1. These indices all satisfy ACM
while being PAB -linear for fixed pA , pB . Therefore, the
expected value equals the asymptotic constant.
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B.4.2. N EGATIVE CASES

This results in

For all the following indices, we will analyse the following
counter-example. Let |V | = n, kA = kB = n−1. For each
index, we will compute the expected value and show that
it is not constant. All of these indices satisfy the maximal
agreement requirement and maximal agreement is achieved
with probability 1/N (the probability that the single intrapair of A coincides with the single intra-pair of B). Furthermore, each case where the intra-pairs do not coincide
will result in the same contingency variables and hence the
same value of the index. We will refer to this value as cn (I).
Therefore, the expected value will only have to be taken
over two values and will be given by

cn (N M I) =

N −1
1
cn (I).
E[I(A, B)] = cmax +
N
N
For each of these indices we will conclude that this is a nonconstant function of n so that the index does not satisfy the
constant baseline requirement.
Jaccard and Dice. For both these indices we have
cmax = 1 and cn (I) = 0 (as N11 = 0 whenever the intrapairs do not coincide). Hence, E[I(A, B)] = N1 , which is
not constant.
Rand and Wallace. As both functions are linear in PAB ,
we can compute the expected value by simply substituting
PAB = pA pB . This will result in expected values 1−2/N +
2/N 2 and 1/N for Rand and Wallace respectively, which
are both non-constant.
Here cmax = 0 and


0 − 1/N 2
1
,
cn (CD) = arccos
π
(N − 1)/N 2

Correlation distance.

so that the expected value will be given by


N −1
1
.
E[CD(A, B)] =
arccos −
Nπ
N −1
This is non-constant (it evaluates to 0.44, 0.47 for n = 3, 4
respectively). Note that this expected value converges to 21
for n → ∞, which is indeed the asymptotic baseline of the
index.
FNMI and NMI. Note that in this case kA = kB so that
the penalty term of FNMI will equal 1 and FNMI will coincide with NMI. Again cmax = 1. For the case where
the intra-pairs do not coincide, the joint entropy will equal
H(A, B) = ln(n) while each of the marginal entropies will
equal

2H(A) − H(A, B)
2 ln(n)
= 1−
,
H(A)
n ln(n) − 2 ln(2)

and the expected value will be given by the non-constant
E[N M I(A, B)] = 1 −

2 ln(n)
N −1
.
N n ln(n) − 2 ln(2)

Note that as H(A) = H(B), all normalizations of MI will
be equal so that this counter-example proves that none of
the variants of (F)NMI satisfy the constant baseline requirement.
VI. In this case cmax = 0. We will use the entropies from
the NMI-computations to conclude that
N −1
(2H(A, B) − H(A) − H(B))
N
N −1 4
ln(2),
=
N n

E[V I(A, B)] =

which is again non-constant.
F-measure. Here cmax = 1. In the case where the intrapairs do not coincide, all contingency variables will be either one or zero so that both recall and precision will equal
1 − 1/n so that cn (F M ) = 1 − 1/n. This results in the
following non-constant expected value
E[F M (A, B)] = 1 −

N −1 1
.
N n

Note that because recall equals precision in both cases, this
counter-example also works for other averages than the harmonic average.
BCubed. Again cmax = 1. In the other case, the recall
and precision will again be equal. Because for BCubed, the
contribution of cluster i is given by n1 max{n2ij }/|Ai |, the
contributions of the one- and two-clusters will be given by
n−2
1
3
1 1
n , 2n respectively. Hence, cn (BC) = n + 2n = 1 − 2n
and we get the non-constant
E[BC(A, B)] = 1 −

N −1 3
.
N 2n

We note that again, this counter-example can be extended
to non-harmonic averages of the BCubed recall and precision.

C. Additional proofs
C.1. Theorem 2

We will show that Var(N11 ) = o(n4 ). To compute the
variance, we first inspect the second moment. Let A(S) den−2
2
2
H(A) = H(B) =
ln(n)+ ln(n/2) = ln(n)− ln(2). note the indicator function of the event that all elements of
n
n
n
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S ⊂ V are in the same cluster in A. Define B(S) similarly and let AB(S) = A(S)B(S). Let e, e1 , e2 range over
subsets of V of size 2. We write
2
N11

=

X

=



n−2
2

X



= O(n4 ), what remains to be proven is

P(e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj )

i,j

!2

× (E[AB(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj ] − E[AB(e2 )])
=o(1).

AB(e)

e

X

n
2

As

AB(e1 )AB(e2 )

Note that it is sufficient to prove that

e1 ,e2

X

=

E[AB(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj ] − E[AB(e2 )] = o(1),

AB(e1 )AB(e2 )

|e1 ∩e2 |=2

+

for all i, j. To this end, we will write

X

AB(e1 )AB(e2 )
E[AB(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj ]

|e1 ∩e2 |=1

+

X

=E[A(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ]E[B(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Bj ]
=E[A′ (e2 )]E[B ′ (e2 )],

AB(e1 )AB(e2 )

|e1 ∩e2 |=0

=N11 +

X

AB(e1 ∪ e2 )

where A′ is the clustering over V \e1 obtained by removing
e1 from Ai and B ′ is defined analogously. We have

|e1 ∩e2 |=1

+

X

AB(e1 )AB(e2 ).

mA − (2ai − 3)
,
N − (2n − 3)
mB − (2bj − 3)
.
E[B ′ (e2 )] =
N − (2n − 3)
E[A′ (e2 )] =

e1 ∩e2 =∅

We take the expectation
 
n
2
E[N11
] =E[N11 ] + 6
E[AB({v1 , v2 , v3 })]
3
 

n n−2
+
E[AB(e1 )AB(e2 )],
2
2

This allows us to compute
E[A′ B ′ (e2 )] − E[AB(e2 )]

where v1 , v2 , v3 ∈ V distinct and e1 ∩ e2 = ∅. The first
two terms are obviously o(n4 ). We inspect the last term
 

n n−2
E[AB(e1 )AB(e2 )]
2
2
 X
n
P(e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj )
=
2 i,j


n−2
×
E[AB(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj ]
2

(2)

Now we rewrite E[N11 ]2 to
E[N11 ]2 =

 
 X
n
n
P(e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj )
E[AB(e2 )].
2
2 i,j



Note that n2 E[AB(e2 )] > n−2
2 E[AB(e2 )] so that the
difference between (2) and E[N11 ]2 can be bounded by
 

n n−2 X
P(e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj )
2
2
i,j

· (E[AB(e2 )|e1 ⊂ Ai ∩ Bj ] − E[AB(e2 )]).

(mA − (2ai − 3))(mB − (2bj − 3)) mA mB
−
(N − (2n − 3))2
N2
2
N (mA − (2ai − 3))(mB − (2bj − 3))
=
N 2 (N − (2n − 3))2
(N − (2n − 3))2 mA mB
−
N 2 (N − (2n − 3))2
2
N ((2ai − 3)(2bj − 3) − mA (2bj − 3) − mB (2ai − 3))
=
N 2 (N − (2n − 3))2
mA mB (2N (2n − 3) − (2n − 3)2 )
+
N 2 (N − (2n − 3))2
((2ai − 3)(2bj − 3) − mA (2bj − 3) − mB (2ai − 3))
=
(N − (2n − 3))2
mA mB (2N (2n − 3) − (2n − 3)2 )
+
N2
(N − (2n − 3))2
3
O(n )
mA mB
O(n3 )
=
+
(N − (2n − 3))2
N 2 N 2 (N − (2n − 3))2
=o(1).

=

Which completes the proof.
4

Throughout the literature, the Mirkin metric is defined as
2(N10 + N01 ) but we use this variant as it satisfies scaleinvariance as defined in Definition 10.
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Table 4. A selection of pair-counting indices. Most of these indices are taken from (Lei et al., 2017).
Index (Abbreviation)

Expression

Rand (R)

N11 +N00
N11 +N10 +N01 +N00

Adjusted Rand (AR)

(N +N )(N +N )
N11 − N11 +N10 +N11 +N01
11
10
01
00
(N11 +N10 )+(N11 +N01 )
(N +N )(N +N )
− N11 +N10 +N11 +N01
2
11
10
01
00

Correlation Coefficient (CC)

N11
N11 +N10 +N01
N10 +N01
N11 +N10 +N01
N11
N11 +N10
N11
N11 +N01
2N11
2N11 +N10 +N01
N11 N00 −N10 N01

Correlation Distance (CD)

1
π

Sokal&Sneath-I (S&S1 )

1
4

Minkowski

q

Jaccard (J)
Jaccard Distance (JD)
Wallace1 (W )
Wallace2
Dice

Hubert (H)
Folkes&Mallow

√

(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )(N00 +N10 )(N00 +N01 )

arccos




√

N11
N11 +N10

N11 N00 −N10 N01

(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )(N00 +N10 )(N00 +N01 )

+

N11
N11 +N01

√

N10 +N01
N11 +N10 +N01 +N00

Kulczynski

1
2

Russell&Rao
Fager&McGowan
Peirce
Baulieu-II
Sokal&Sneath-III



N11
N11 +N10

+

N11
N11 +N01

2
N11
−N10 N01
(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )
N11 N00 −N10 N01
N11 N10 +N01 N00



(N11 +N10 +N01 +N00 )(N11 +N00 )+(N10 −N01 )2
(N11 +N10 +N01 +N00 )2
N11
N11 +N10 +N01 +N00
N11
√
− 2√N 1+N
11
10
(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )
N11 N00 −N10 N01
(N11 +N01 )(N00 +N10 )
N11 N00 −N10 N01
(N11 +N10 +N01 +N00 )2
N11 N00

√

(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )(N00 +N10 )(N00 +N01 )

Gower&Legendre

N11 +N00
N11 + 1
(N10 +N01 )+N00
2

Rogers&Tanimoto

N11 +N00
N11 +2(N10 +N01 )+N00
N11 N00 −N10 N01
N11 N00 +N10 N01

Goodman&Kruskal

N00
N00 +N01

(N11 +N10 )(N11 +N01 )

Adjusted Mirkin4

Baulieu-I

+

N11 +N00 −N10 −N01
N11 +N10 +N01 +N00
N11
1N
2 11
1 N +N +N
11
10
01
2

Yule

N00
N00 +N10

N10 +N01
N11 +N10

Sokal&Sneath-II

McConnaughey

+





